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Agenda

• Scope of the Study

• Findings from the Study

• Next Steps
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Firstly, thank you to the participants
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Scope of the Study
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Joining (all of) the dots
Review has focussed on a “policy lifecycle”, there are wider considerations

Risk Management

Capital

Reserving

Claims

Underwriting

• Review has focussed on the links between underwriting claims 

and reserving

• Essential that consideration of uncertainty is made within 

capital and the wider risk management framework

• For liability risks is there:

• Potential systemic issues

• Links to other risks (inflation)

• Disproportionate tail dependence

• Are these uncertainties:

• Understood and communicated internally

• Validated using stress/scenario tests (and others)

• Appropriately contributing to capital on a diversified basis
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High Level Scope
Classes of focus and syndicates involved

- Joint study between Underwriting, Claims and 

Reserving

- Conducted in 2020 Q1

- Involving 14 managing agents; 15 syndicates 

- Focusing on 

- NM General Liability (US and non-US)

- D&O (US and non-US)

- Medical Malpractice
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Following recent increased noise, including in the financial press, regarding concerns about Casualty classes of business, Lloyd’s 

wanted to understand the extent to which any problems exist or may materialise in the Lloyd’s market, and how these should be

addressed.

In particular:

• What trends are Lloyd’s Managing Agents seeing

• What is meant by social inflation?

© Lloyd’s

High Level Scope
Key questions we aimed to answer as part of the Study

Underwriting

• How these issues will 

affect underwriting 

appetite and strategy 

going forward

• How to address any 

issues coming out of 

the study and how 

quickly

Claims

• How syndicates 

oversee case reserving 

for open market and 

delegated authority 

claims, providing 

visibility to other areas, 

including assessment 

of nil reserves

Reserving

• How emerging trends 

are allowed for

• Robustness of historical 

reserves

• Communication of 

uncertainty in reserves
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Selection of Classes
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From Underwriting Perspective

• Excluding Cyber, D&O (US) and Professional Indemnity 

(Non US) have seen highest levels of growth of all Casualty 

lines during 2020 SBF

• GCR % higher recent YOAs, and not very profitable

• US Med Mal has been a consistent poor performer and has 

seen continued deterioration

• Overall levels not very profitable

• Increasing trend in loss ratios until last two years which 

reflect re-underwriting actions.  But still poor loss ratios

• GL US has seen continued increase in premium volumes
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Selection of Classes
From Reserving Perspective
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Selection of Classes
From Reserving Perspective

Evidence of case reserve weakening across long-tailed casualty classes.

Except Med Mal, all classes had a material best estimate deficit versus 

MRC as at 2018 YE.

Casualty LLCOB: Comparison of Market Best Estimate and Lloyd's net earned 
reserves (excl ULAE)

Lloyds Market BE Market Held
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Focus on Processes
Reserving perspective: Lloyd’s has no appetite for deficient reserves or deficient reserving processes

Deficiencies in processes are more likely to mean a greater risk of reserve deficiencies and underwriting underperformance. 

In order to address the issues impacting the Casualty market, syndicates should have in place adequate and adapted processes in order to 

ensure ongoing management of the associated risks. 

Process Areas

The study looked at six areas regarding Syndicates’ processes:

• Underwriting Appetite and Segmentation;

• Measuring Underwriting Performance;

• Feedback Loops;

• Claims Inflation;

• Emerging Trends; and

• Reserve Robustness.

Reserve deficiencies need to be considered at 

class of business level.

Reserve adequacy at whole account level is not 

sufficient.  Surpluses in shorter-tailed classes can 

not be used to offset deficiencies in longer-tailed 

classes.



Key findings
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Key Findings at Market Level
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General Themes and Class specific

• Increasing sophistication and organisation of plaintiff counsels, particularly in the US, and no corresponding market effort to counteract the change in the plaintiff counsel’s tactics

— This makes it more difficult to defend against claims

• General consensus that the claims environment has changed in recent years and some participants suggested the market is unclear how long the increasing severity of claims would continue

— This makes it harder to forecast claim severity

In response, most participants are carefully managing line sizes and attachment points, but the effectiveness of this action is uncertain.

Some Managing Agents are adapting their processes in light of additional uncertainty, such as using third party data/insights.

Rates are hardening across all classes, but uncertainty remains around whether this is just keeping up with increasing claims costs and on pricing adequacy. This is an area that requires further 

oversight.

Findings – Themes by Class of Business

D&O (US and Non-US) NM General Liability (US and Non-US) Medical Malpractice

Number of class actions increasing across US 

and Non-US (particularly in Australia)

US business claims severity generally 

increasing

Large amount of consolidation of healthcare 

providers

Change in manner in which claims are 

brought

Particularly for insureds that interact with 

consumers
Generally resulted in better risk management

Line sizes and attachment points are being 

managed

Impacted by social media, populism and 

general anti-corporate feeling

Generally agents can manage claim frequency 

through risk profiling

Proportion of US exposed business are being 

monitered
Impact on non-US business not as clear But claim severity is difficult to manage

Limiting Side C exposure
Line sizes and attachment points are being 

managed
Line sizes are being managed
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Underwriting feedback

Appetite and Segmentation

Best* Practice

1. Evidence that underwriting has responded to trends (reacting to feedback loops with claims and reserving). For instance, increase in attachment points as a result of analysis of claims and 

other external trends;  

2. Change in appetite is clearly set out for all underwriters within the team. Best examples showed regularly updated Underwriting Guidelines with commentary around risk appetite and how to

respond to different types of risks; and  

3. Real time dashboards used by management to track business written against appetite and segmentation targets.  

General Findings

Some syndicates interviewed were less able to fully articulate how they were responding to specific trends and did not have any formally documented articulation of their appetite. 

© Lloyd’s

* “Best” practice on these slides refers to the best practice seen within the sample of Syndicates within the Study 
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Underwriting feedback

Measuring Underwriting Performance

Best Practice

1. Use of multiple tools (such as AvE) to show impact of any actions to remediate or change make up of their portfolio; 

2. Regular comparisons of historical loss ratios and planned loss ratios; 

3. Regular formal reviews at Underwriting Committees or similar; 

4. Consideration of performance against Reserving Philosophy both at case and portfolio level, for direct and delegated claims; 

5. Developing the use of available quantitative claims data to oversee performance against expectations for reserve timeliness and accuracy in line with an articulated appetite for the same; and 

6. Evidence to suggest consideration of case reserving practices where operating in both a lead and follow capacity. For example, some syndicates record and track instances where they 

recommend manual case reserves.  

General Findings

A number of syndicates were unable to articulate how they measured success of underwriting actions and were limited by lack of appropriate data. 

The way in which syndicates measured underwriting performance against underwriting actions was mixed. Lloyd’s expectation would be that they establish a methodology through regular feedback 

with Reserving and Claims to account for estimating this impact in their Best Estimate figures. 

© Lloyd’s
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Claims and Reserving feedback

Feedback Loops

Best Practice

1. Key meetings for each function (Underwriting, Claims and Reserving) are attended by representatives from the others, so that they are all kept up to date with trends and topics; 

2. There is open dialogue when required between the three functions to discuss material claims and trends outside of formal meetings; 

3. When presentations from or discussions with external subject matter experts take place, representatives from all three areas of the business (Underwriting, Claims and Actuarial) are invited    

and attend; 

4. All teams feedback to the rest of the business at different stages of the reserving process; 

5. Formalised meetings are scheduled regularly between the teams;  

6. In addition to formal meetings, syndicates provided anecdotal evidence of ad-hoc meetings taking place between underwriting, claims and reserving as different issues arise

7. Use of robust qualitative oversight tools such as peer review, second set of eyes and audit (both internal and external), and ensuring any learnings are fed back into the business; and

8. Comprehensive Case Reserve reporting packs for the Board.

General Findings

The poorer examples based on our sample lacked a sufficient number of formal meetings between the different business areas, with heavy reliance on informal discussions and reliance on individuals 

to initiate these on an ad-hoc basis. 

© Lloyd’s
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Claims and Reserving feedback
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Emerging Trends

Best Practice

1. All three teams (Underwriting, Claims and Actuarial) contribute to work on emerging trends; 

2. Formal presentations are given to the Board on a regular basis to highlight emerging trends along with their potential impact to the syndicate; 

3. Clear evidence is available on how emerging trends are incorporated within the reserves 

4. Identification and tracking of emerging risks clearly drives underwriting strategy, feeds into underwriting guidelines and pricing models as required; 

5. There is clear ownership of the process to identify emerging trends; 

6. Prompt response is taken to emerging trends, with a clear plan for actions; 

7. Extensive use of external subject matter experts / information aids the identification of emerging trends;  

8. Claims watchlists include details such as specific IBNR on multiple reserving bases or claims being ranked as high / medium / low risk and include movements over time to test the utility of 

the watchlist; and  

9. There is controlled use of monitoring counsel intelligence for trends and commissioning of specific studies, emerging risk and horizon landscaping, with evidence of consumption and 

relevant application.

General Findings

There were some syndicates based on our sample that could only demonstrate the use of claims watchlists as the main way of monitoring emerging trends.  There was also cases where 

communication to follow insurers could be improved.
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Claims and Reserving feedback
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Reserve Robustness

Best Practice

1. A history of generally stable or improving ultimate loss ratios over time or had taken effective significant action to address increasing loss ratios by performing deep dives and changing 

assumptions; 

2. Quarterly processes to validate robustness of previously selected ultimate claims, such as an actual versus expected analysis at an appropriate level of granularity and identification of 

emerging trends which get reflected in reserving assumptions in a timely manner; 

3. Either had a best estimate surplus at class level versus the external signing actuary’s estimate or used the signing actuary’s estimate to help identify if any material issues had not been considered 

by the syndicate.  Material differences between the two estimates were discussed and understood by the Board; 

4. Held formal meetings during the reserving process that allowed reserve selections to be appropriately challenged by senior management as well as other areas of the business; and 

5. Consistent application of a clear timeliness and accuracy Case Reserving Philosophy at all levels and by all service providers (including third party claims administrators).

General Findings

There were syndicates based on our sample that had a general trend of increasing loss ratios, with very little evidence to suggest work was being done to understand and / or address this. In addition 

some syndicates had not appropriately considered material deficiency in the focus classes against the external actuarial view.  Finally delegated authority reserving oversight has potential for 

improvement, as well as use of peer review as a tool for qualitative assessment.
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Claims and Reserving feedback
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Claims Inflation

Best Practice

1. Explicit consideration / allowances for claims inflation in reserves;  

2. Assumptions on claims inflation are regularly reviewed and validated between claims, actuarial and underwriting; 

3. Data and knowledge within the managing agent is supplemented by external data sources, including intelligence on developing or decided litigation outcomes which may set precedents; 

4. Sensitivity testing of assumptions used to derive inflation rates is performed to identify the material assumptions that influence the estimated reserves; and 

5. There is clear feedback between pricing and reserving leading to updates to pricing models. 

General Findings

There were some syndicates based on our sample that did not consider claims inflation as part of the reserving process.  This was either due to syndicates not believing they have the required data or 

due to syndicates assuming that inflation would be captured by rates charged for risks. Some others make implicit allowance for claims inflation which does not allow for appropriate challenge to the 

assumption.
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Overall Summary of Findings

© Lloyd’s

In general, comfort was gained on the processes employed by Syndicates and how they had been 

adapted for the issues facing the Casualty market

But…

…there was a wide range in process sophistication and adequacy



Next steps
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Next steps for Lloyd’s
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Underwriting, MRC and Claims working together

1

Market Feedback

• Release of pre-recorded webcasts outlining general findings and best practice findings

• Present to the market through various forums

2
Best Practice

Best practice documents (3Q 2020)

3

Further Work

• Further engagement with LMA panels

• Set up working groups with market participants

• Engage with each managing agent regarding best practice

• Refining Central Reserving estimates

• Where appropriate adapt market oversight
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Next steps for the Market
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Expectation from Lloyd’s is for…

Managing Agents to benchmark their current 

processes against study group’s better 

practices, including those Managing Agents 

that in Lloyd’s view are more appropriately 

adapted for the current challenges in the 

Casualty Market.
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Questions?
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Emma.Stewart@Lloyds.com

Ajay.Shah@Lloyds.com

Alex.Wickett@Lloyds.com

Philip.Godwin@Lloyds.com

Priye.Dhansuklal@Lloyds.com

mailto:Emma.Stewart@Lloyds.com
mailto:Ajay.Shah@Lloyds.com
mailto:Alex.Wickett@Lloyds.com
mailto:Philip.Godwin@Lloyds.com
mailto:Priye.Dhansuklal@Lloyds.com
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Disclaimer
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This information is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or 

use would be contrary to local law or regulation.  It is the responsibility of any person publishing or communicating the contents of this 

document or communication, or any part thereof, to ensure compliance with all applicable legal and regulatory requirements.

The content of this presentation does not represent a prospectus or invitation in connection with any solicitation of capital.  Nor does it 

constitute an offer to sell securities or insurance, a solicitation or an offer to buy securities or insurance, or a distribution of securities in the 

United States or to a U.S. person, or in any other jurisdiction where it is contrary to local law.  Such persons should inform themselves 

about and observe any applicable legal requirement.




